
LIMITED TIME OFFERVIZRT WORLD CUP 2022

Are you 
ready 
for the 
World Cup?
The World Cup is the most prominent, followed, and 
viewed association football tournament globally. 
In 2018, more than half the world’s population 
watched the matches at public viewing venues, on 
TVs at home, or on digital platforms –more than 3,5 
billion people*. And fan interest is growing.

Get the tools to create exhilarating experiences 
for your audience.

To make your sports coverage a must-see and 
ensure your channel becomes indispensable 
for your viewers, you need to produce engaging 
content that sets you apart and lets you deliver on 
fans’ insatiable appetite for more engagement and 
insights into the players and teams they follow.

 World Cup
2 0 2 2

*Combined, viewers aged four and over, Source: Fifa

What’s the limited-time offer?

Vizrt has launched the World Cup Limited Time Offer (LTO) to help you tell the stories of decisive goals, penalty 
shootouts, tackles, glorious wins, and unexpected losses. Sign on before October 31, 2022, for Vizrt’s XR Set, XR Set 
Express, Viz Libero or any other solution, for two months – November 1 through December 31, 2022.

Learn more at vizrt.com

https://go.vizrt.com/l/428312/2022-04-08/767z6s
https://go.vizrt.com/l/428312/2022-04-08/767z6s


Sports Analysis made fast and easy.
Create unique insights with Viz Libero, the market-leading 
sports analysis tool. Using nothing more than the existing 
TV images, it gives you everything you need to create 
compelling analysis content in a fast-paced production 
environment.

Viz Libero is made for remote workflows, is easy to install 
and integrate into existing production environments. It 
combines video with real-time data visualizations, 3D camera 
flight effects, and virtual enhancements for high-impact 
content that entertains your viewers, increasing engagement, 
coverage uptake, and ROI.

Viz Libero’s photorealistic Augmented Reality elements 
can be easily integrated into a studio, or the anchor can 
interactively telestrate highlight clips from the games using 
a touchscreen. Viz Libero seamlessly switches between real 
and virtual images to instantly grab the viewer’s attention 
when your anchor steps onto the field or a Virtual Stadium 
becomes part of your studio, allowing the viewer to 
essentially fly over the field. Sign up for Viz Libero Ultimate  
and the Libero AR option and receive all 8 World Cup 3D 
stadium models - ready for use.

Shift your studio to a new level.
XR Set, Vizrt’s tried and tested Virtual Studio or Video Wall 
solution, is the global standard for AR graphics and 3D 
virtual sets, blending photorealistic rendering with the real 
world while providing full interaction through control 
applications or interactive video walls. It can be used in any 
size studio and offers unlimited possibilities to create 
whatever you want your studio to be - for spectacular 
viewing experiences on every match-day. Sign up for XR Set 
and receive all 8 World Cup 3D stadium models - ready for 
use.

XR Set Express is perfect when a small and easy to set 
up solution is needed. It leverages Vizrt’s tried and tested 
Virtual Studio capabilities, the connected workflows of NDI® 
and allows them to be combined with the best of breed 
Panasonic PTZ AW-UE 100 cameras to create a complete 
virtual set solution. XR Set Express is fully configured and 
ready to air, including camera, hardware, sample scenes and 
simplified lens calibration – so you can easily teleport your 
interview guests into your studio.
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Viz Libero

Learn more at vizrt.com

https://go.vizrt.com/l/428312/2022-04-08/767z6s


Get extra flexibility for your Graphics 
workflows
When unprecedented operational flexibility and a high level 
of efficiency are needed for graphics workflows, using proven 
technology used by media organizations worldwide is the 
right solution. Vizrt’s Graphics Solution provides proven 
technology for creation and design, flexible operation, data 
input and Ticker functionality, media playout, and more.

The cloud-first, NDI®-native Live 
Production Software Solution.
For a live sports event in different locations, you need 
ultimate flexibility in deployment, production, and delivery. 
The IP-based Live Production Solution delivers an end-to-
end live production workflow from source to delivery in the 
cloud. 

It is a flexible and lightweight solution made for collaborative 
and distributed production and combines some of Vizrt’s 
most trusted software products with the revolutionary 
capabilities in NDI® 5.
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Get ready to tell your own unique story of the World Cup 2022.
 
Vizrt is offering its solutions in Flexible Access software plans to provide an approach that gets a production 
up and running without substantial initial costs – and allows a broadcaster or media organization to experiment and 
adjust production capability to production need.
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Learn more at vizrt.com

https://go.vizrt.com/l/428312/2022-04-08/767z6s


Vizrt® is the world’s leading provider of innovative visual storytelling tools for media content 
creators in broadcast, enterprise, or new media – unlocking the power of a story for all. 

Vizrt offers market-defining software-based solutions for real-time 3D graphics, video playout, 
studio automation, sports analysis, media asset management, and journalist story tools. 

More than three billion people watch stories told by Vizrt customers everyday including from media 
companies such as CNN, CBS, NBC, Fox, BBC, Sky Group, Al Jazeera, NDR, ZDF, Network 18, Tencent, 
and many more.

About Vizrt
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